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TVA's nuclear site personnel are-divided into a line 

organization for operation of- the plant and major support 

departments, each of which have responsibility-for a discrete

type of function. In general the functions of the support 

departments at each site parallel those of the nuclear 

headquarters departments but se ye-the needs And requirements 

of one particular site.  

As is depicted in Figure 3. each of TVA's nuclear headquarters 

departments has responsibility for providing technical 

direction and assuring the technical adequacy of the activities 

performed by its support departments at TVA's nuclear plants.  

The Nuclear Site Directors and Nuclear Pro~ject Managers have 

the authority and responsibility for the safe conduct of all 

activities at the site, especially the planning, scheduling, 

coordinating, and project management activities, to achieve.  

TVA's overall goals. This structure assures that nuclear site 

departments receive uniform technical direction from nuclear 

headquarters which specifies how an activity should be 

performed, while giving the Nuclear Site Directors and Nuclear 

Ject Managers sufficient aufhority to determine what site 

,xztivities should be undertaken and when they should be 

accomplished.
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The Manager of Nluclear Power will provide guidance to the 

organization through the issuancf of a Policy and Organization 

Manual that will set forth policy in major areas and define the 

organizational structure (fri command chart format) together 

with the charter for each key functional component. of the 

organization.. The Implementation of these policies will come 

through the Nuclear Procedures System described in Section VI.  
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As a part of the implementation of the above organization$ the f 
Manager of Nuclear Power has initiated'a program to-assure that 
lines of authority and responsibility are clear and that 

personnel understand their duties and responsibilities, that 

they have the resources to get their jobs done, and that they 

know they are accountable for the quality And timeliness of 

their work. This program consists of writing position 

descriptions for each of TVA's nuclear directors, 'managers, and 

specialists. These position descriptions will formally define 

the duties and responsibilities for which an individual will be.  

held accountable and against which performance will be 

measured. These descriptions will be reviewed and subject to 

approval by a review team composed of senior TVA and consultant 

-personnel who will report to the Manager of Nuclear Power. The 

purpose of this review will be to identify any weaknesses, 

duplications of effort, or missing functions in the position 

descriptions and to assure that key interface responsibilities 

between groups are properly defined.
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In the event a conflict develops int'n a situation where the 

site and technical or corpor ate organizations cannot agree on 

an issue, the Manager of Nuclear Power has the ultimate 

responsibility for the resolution of the conflict. The 

administrative system of policies, job descriptions and 

procedures is intended to minimize the number of technical and 

management disagreements that the Manager of Nuclear Power is 

required to settle. It Is recognized that policy 

clarifications and changes will be needed as the system evolves 

and these are reserved to the Manager of Nuclear Power.  

E. Improvements in Specific Functional Areas 

TVA expects that consolidation of responsibility for functional 

areas within Individual nuclear departments will result in 

substantial improvements in quality assurance, engineering, 

training, and licensing. Accordingly, each of these areas is 

discussed in more detail below.  

1. Quality Assurance 

In the past, TVA's nuclear quality assurance (QA) and 

quality control (QC) functions have not been effectively 

unified under a single department. For example, TVA had 

one nuclear QA-organization which was responsible for
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conducting corporate-level audits; it had another nuclear 

QA group within the construction organization which was 

responsible for conducting inspections of construction 

activities; it had another nuclear QA group within 

engineering which was responsible for conducting audits of 

engineering activities, and It had still other QA groups at 

each nuclear site responsible for QA/QC activities at the 

site. As a result, TVA's nuclear QA activities were not 

performed under a consistent set of programs and 

procedures. and TVA's nuclear QA groups did not report to a 

high level of management within TVA (thereby diminishing 

the visibility and importance of these activities to 

management). TVA has taken several steps to improve this 

* situation.  

In the new organization, all Quality Assurance and Quality 

Control functions report to the Director of Nuclear Quality 

Assurance. -The responsibility for the various quality 

assurance functions throughout the Office of Nuclear Power, 

including QA/OC activities related to eiigineering, 

construction, and operations, has been consolidated under 

the Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance. This includes 

QC inspections of construction and maintenance/ 

modifications activities.
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The Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance is responsible 

for developing, maintaining and assuring the implementation 

of a standardized nuclear qual'Ity assurance program for the 

design, construction, and operation of TVA nuclear 

facilities that meets TVA pot icy and regulatory 

requ~irements. The TVA Quality Assurance Topical Report 

(TVA-TR75-lA) was revised, upgraded and submitted to the 

NRC on May 1, 1986, to describe the then current 

organization and QA procedure system. A-f-ollow-up revision 

is currently underway to fully reflect-the organization as 

approved 5/23/86. Additionally. the NQAM, which currently 

addresses all ONP activities but allows separate QA 

programs to exi-st, is being reorganized to provide a 

corporate NQAM. This action supports TVA's commitment to 

implement-a strong centralized QA program and will, in the 

short-term result in a corporate QA requirements volume 

defining generic requirements and procedures and an 

operations QA volume that defines the requirements for 

- operating plant OA procedures.. This interim structure 

allows the ONP organizations to conform their individual QA 

manuals in the-short-term while the long-term upgrade and 

standardization program is carried out. The long term 

program will result in-a standarized nuclear Quality 

Assurance Program for TVA which, while providing for 

necessary site differences will permit only those site 

variances to the standard program that do not degrade the
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intent of the original program. Each such variance will' 

require the approval of the Director of Nuclear Quality 

Assurance.  

The responsibility and authority to implement the ONP __ 

QUality programs is divided among five functions all

reporting to the Director Nuclear Quality Assurance.--These 

are: Nuclear Quality Audit and Evaluation Branch, 

Procurement Quality Assurance Branch, Site Quality 

Managers, Quality Systems Branch, and Techr~cal Support 

Branch.  

In the reorganization of-quality assurance functions., the 

Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance has assumed the 

responsibilities for- both QA and QC. The followingr actions 

are planned to enhance the procedure system that addresses 

the Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance (ONQA) activiti 4s.  

a. Where required, additional QA or QC procedures-will be 

written to cover new functions.  

b. ONQA internal OA and QC procedures will be consolidated 

into a single set of proceduret.
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c.. Functions that will be performed aniformly throughout 

the Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance will be 

identified and the multiple procedures that now exist 

for these functions will be replaced by a single 

procedure applicable to all organizations.  

As new procedures are developed throughout the Office of 

Nuclear Power, the Division of Nuclear Quality Assurance will 

review and concur in those that implement Quality Assurance 

requirements.  

These actions will help elevate the importance of quality 

assurance and increase management oversight and direction of 

nuclear QA activities. These actions will also help assure 

that nuclear QA/QC personnel are independent of production 

personnel, that lines of responsibility and authority for 

nuclear QA/QC activities are clearly defined, and that nuclear 

QA/QC activities are performed consistently.  

2. Engineering 

In the past, problems and confusion have ,developed with 

respect to TVA's nuclear engineering activities since both 

the headquarters nuclear engineering organization and TVA's 

nuclear plants performed engineering activities. TVA has 

taken action to remedy this situation,
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a. Responsibility for all nuclear engineering activities 

has been consolidated in the Division of Nuclear 

Engineering. This includes the following 

responsibilities that have in whole or part been 

perform~ed by TVA's nuclear sites In the past: 

* Contracting for outside engineering services and 

managing of engIneering service contracts.  

*Directing multi-di'scip-line teams created to_ 

investigate and resolve engineering issues (such as 

fire protection and environmen~tal equipment 

qualification) associated with individual plants.  

* Acquiring, or creating, and maintaining the 

technical record of the as-built facility and 

maintaining the record current with changes In the 

plant.  

" Preparing and approving modification packages that 

change the design and configuration of thie plant.  

By placing responsibility for these and other 

engineering activities within the Division of Nuclear 

Engineering, TVA has established clear lines of 

authority and responsibility for nuclear engineering 

activities. This will help assure that these 

activities will be properly performed.
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b. Engineering support for TVA's nuclear plants has-been 

further strengthened by establishing a Project 

Engineering function within the Division of Nuclear 

Engineering for each plant.  

The responsibility for engineering for each nuclear 

plant has now bern assigned to a Project Engineer who 

will be located at the plant site. The Project 

Engineer has been authorized the engineering resources 

to perform the plant-specific engineering work. A 

project team has been assigned to report to the Project 

Engineer. This project team Is principally located at 

the plant site and Is comprised of engineers from each 

of the engineering disciplines. assigned to the project 

through a matrix organization. W~ork and resources are 

being shifted from the central staff to the project 

teams as necessary to implement-the project engineering 

concept.  

The Project Engineer has direct and close control over 

the work produced for that project and ensure- that 

technical direction provided by the chief discipline 

engineers Is followed for project work. The Project 

Engineer typically has two or more assistant project 

engineers who are each responsible for a particular 

portion of the overall project work.
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c. In addition, to strengthen the project engineering 

concept, a new project services d~iscipline has been 

established in DNE. This discipline will be headed by a 

Chief Project Services Engineer, who will be 

responsible for surh services as planning, cost 

engineering, budgets, and project administration for 

ONE activities. These services will be performed on 

project with resources provided by the Chief Project 

Services Engineer who will monitor and control their 

performance.  

d. To assure that the Nuclear Quality Assurance Program is 

applied to TVA nuclear engineering and design 

activities, the Engineering Assurance organization was 

established within the Division of Nuclear Engineering.  

The Manager of Engineering Assurance reports to the 

Director of Nuclear Engineering on all matters other 

than Quality Assurance. In matters relating to the 

implementation of the Nuclear Quality Assurance 

Program, Engineering Assurance reports to and takes 

direction from the Director of Nuclear Quality 

Assurance.  

The functions performed by Engineering Assurance 

Include the following: 

1) Develop, Issue, maintain, and control 

qual ity-related nuclear engineering procedures 
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which establish the systems used to implement-the 

Nuclear Quality Assurance Program for engineering 

and-design activities.  

2) Ensure that engineering procedures interface 

effectively with organizations outside of the 

Division of Nuclear Engineering.

3) Provide training for DNE employees in the use of 

quality-related Nuclear Engineering Procedures.  

4) Conduct program audits at regular intervals to 

assess compliance to Nuclear Engineering Procedures 

and the engineering/design aspects of the Nuclear 

Quality Assurance Program.  

5) Conduct in-depth technical audits, utilizing 

engineering expertise outside of Engineering 

Assurance as necessary to assess the technical 

adequacy of engineering work.  

Deficiencies noted during Engineering Assurance audits are 

reported to the Director ~f Nuclear Engineering and the

Director of Nuclear Quality Assurance. Follow-up reviews 

are performed by Engineering Assurance to verify 

implementation of effective corrective action measures.I
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The Manager of Engineering Assurance has the authority-to 

0 stop engineering work that does not conform to established

requirements. Additional functions performed by 

Engineering Assýeaflce Include review and approval of 

documents used to procure engineering services, assur-ing 

adequate QA Implementation by these suppliers, trendin2 of 

engineering related defici~encies, and centralized 

monitoring of engineering related problems to ensure that 

potentially generic implications are considered and action

implemented as required.  

3. Nuclear Training 

In the earlier organization, there were inconsistencies in 

the commitm'ent to training, the implementation-of traiining

programs,.and training performance at the sites.-Thisf 

condition indicated the need for a stro~-~ etazd 

training program with uniform--standaros, 'mot-tvatedK 

managertat involvement at the-site leveV, -and the support 

of top management.

In the new organization, the Director 'of-Nuclear TrainIng' 

reports directly to the Manager of Nuclear Power and-i-s 

responsible for the development (intcluding accredititaoni

and conduct of training-programs for nuc-lear p-lant 

operations, quality and management systems, engineering and 

techn Ical support (including maintenance, radioloogical
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control, radiochemistry, safety and fire protection), and 

0 the nuclear plant simulators through the Division of 

Nuclear Training (ONT). Under this structure, the Nuclear 

Site Director ensures that site personnel are properly 

qualified and receive the necessary training while the 

responsibility for development and execution of the 

training programs rests with the Director of Nuclear 

Training. Nuclear Training is the corporate training 

organization which provides central direction, planning, 

and allocation of resources for the training of personnel 

at each of the sites.  

Site training organizations have been established at Browns 

Ferry (BFN), Watts Bar (WBN), and Bellefonte (LA). The 

Power-Operations Training Center (POIC) located at Sequoyah 

provides the training for Sequoyah (SQN) personnel and 

serve's as the corporate training headquarters as well.  

Permanent training centers are presently under construction 

at BFN and WBN. The BFN simulater is currently operational 

at the PQTC. It Is tentatively scheduled to be moved to 

the new Browns-Ferry training center In December 1986 and 

ready for training by February 1981. The WBN simulator is 

undo'r construction and Is tentatively scheduled to be ready 

for training by July 1988. The BIN simulator has already 

been moved to the new training facility at BLN.
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4. Licensing 

TVA has had a nuclear licensing group at its corporate 

headquarters for a number of year~s, and it also had 

licensing groups at each of i~ts nuclear plant locations 

which were essentially independent of the headquarters 

group. In its SALP V Report on TVA's nuclear activities 

(Ref. 1), the NRC stated that "there are weaknesses evident 

in CTVA's] licensing support as indicat ed by incomplete 

submittals, inadequate technical evaluations and 

justifications, late submittals, failure to report to the 

NRC (10 CFR 50.72), and repeated CNRCJ requests for 

additional information andi supplementary responses to 

Notice(s) of Violation." TVA is taking steps to improve 

its management oversight and direction of nuclear licensing 

activities in order to remedy this problem.  

TVA has assigned the responsibility for the management of 

all TVA nuclear licensing, compliance, and regulatory 

functions for its nuclear activities to the Director of 

Nuclear Safety and Licensing, who reports directly to the 

Manager of Nuclear Power. The Division of Nuclear Safety 

and Licensing (DNSL) will have both a corporate staff for 

central program management and a site licensing staff 

reporting to the Director of Nuclear Safety and Licensing 

but providing services to the Nuclear Sit# Director. Thus, 
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Sthe Director of Nuclear Safety and Licensing Is responstble 
for central control (And consistency) of the TVA nuclear 

licensing process, Including Implementing policies.  

developing programs and strategies, and preparing 

documentation for licensing activities. The DNSL also is 

responsible for the implementation of TVA's Nuclear Safety 

policy and programs which establish the Independent Safety 

Engineering Group (ISEG) and the Nuclear Operating 

Experience Review Program.  

By centralizing its nuclear licensing activities under a 

single Director who reports directly to the Manager of 

Nuclear Power, TVA has increased its management oversight 

of and emphasis on nuclear licensing and Is providing a 

means for assuring timely, complete, and technically 

adequate licensing submittals for all of its plants.  

F. Conclusions 

TVA has restructured its organization to consolidate all 

responsibility for its nuclear activities within a single 

organization headed by the Manager of Nuclear Power, TVA has 

also established functional nuclear di'visions and staff 

departments which have the responsibility and authority for 

providing technical direction for and assuring the technical 

adequacy of all TVA nuclear activities within their respective
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functions. Including site activities. As a result, TVA has 

taken action which provides assurance that lines of 

responsibility and authority for nuclear activities are clear., 

that the necessary coordination and comunication among nuclear 

organizations occurs, and that TVA's nuclear activities art 

subject to centralized management direction and control.



A. IntrodssCt !on 

The NRC and somw ambers of Congress have received expressions 

of concern from TVA employees regarding the quality of TVA's 

nuclear activities and expressions of fear that TVA would take 

reprisals against then If they expressed their quality con corns 

directly to TVA management. Aditionally. TVA has received 

many employee concerns through Its amn system. t`hese employee 

concerns Indicate that many WVA e#Wlyees have lost confidence, 

In TVA's nuclear .anageient and Its ability to ensure that 

TVA's nuclear activities are property conducted.  

WVA has and Is taking several stops to remedy this ý,oblom. As j 
disciissed above, WVA ham, InstallA~ a hew nuclear manaagement 

teds to provide leadership anJ direction for TVA's nuclear 

program.r Furtherwore as Is discussed-in thme following 

sections. TVA has and Is Improving Its nuclear management 

systems-and Is also taking steps to Improve various 

p'ograwatic elements of Its nuclear program. After those 

actions have jad an opportunity to be offectivs, they shoulc 

contribute -greatly to a restoration of omployee COnfidenc In 

TVA's nuclear management.
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Additionally, TVA has taken (or plans tn take] several Steps 

which ar& directly intended to restore @"ployee trust fin TVA 

nuclear management and to Instill an atmosphere which Is 

conducive to quality. In general. these steps consist of (1) 

establishing a system In which employees can express their 

concerns regarding quality or safety to TVA's nuclear 

management without fear of reprisal and with assurance that 

their concerns will be fully addressed, and (2) establishing a 

policy which promotes quality, ensuring that TVA's employees 

are aware of this policy, and taking disciplinary action 

against those who act contrary to this policy. Each of these 

Is discussed below.  

1B. Establish)p A Sistem To Rceive 1*~g emrs 

In 1985, TVA established the Special Program at Natts Bar for 

resolving employee concerns. This program was to Identify.  

Investigate, and resolve concerns related to the construction 

of the Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. Given the large number of 

concerns received from this special program, TVA has also 

established a TVA Office of Nuclear U* mpoyee Concern 

Program for all of Its nuclear activities. Each of these 

programs Is described below.
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.SoecIa Proaran at Watts Bar for ResolvIMe Elowe Concerns 

In 19"5- TVA augmented Its existing eMployet concern 
program with the Employ.. Concern Special Program (EC3P) 
designed to elicit any employee- concerns retated to 

construction of Watts Bar. This program consisted of 

hiring an Independent contractor, Quality Technology 

Companty (OTC), to Interview all TVA employees associated 
with Watts Bar and establishing a hot line to receive 

concerns from other TVA employees. Measures were taken to 
protect the contfidentiality of employees who expressed 
concerns. Responsibility for conducting or overseeing 

Investigation of the substance of safety concerns was InI 
the Nuaclear Safety Review Staff (NSRS) which, at that time.  
reported to the Board of Directors. The NSRS role his been 
restructured and investigations of employee concerns are 
now continuing under the direction of the Watts Bar 
Employee Concern Task Group (ECTG).  

Following completion of the Initial Interview process, the 
OTC contract first was extended and then reduced In scope 
when WVA determined that a sore effective process for 
resolving concerns was needed. QTC hot been required to 
re tain and s tore the or Ig InalI QTC f Ile s but has turned over 
copies of those f Iles to the MSC. QTC and the MC are also 
ensurint containued confidentiality of emplome Concerns.  
In order to Identify safety-related Ismws to TVA without 
breaching confidentiality agreements, the OC Is exmining

mail-



each QTC file and deleting Information from the QTC file 

documents which could reveal the Identity of a Confidential 

source. Once a QTC record has been sc .reened and sanitized 

by the NRC. the sanitized record (containing only the 

safety-related Issues) Is provided to the TVA Inspector 

Genera) (IG) for a second screening to asure 

confidentiality Is maintained. Once the TVA IG screening 

Is complete, the safety-related Issues raised by a 

concerned Individual are transmitted to the ECTG for 

evaluation and resolution.  

As a result of the Special Program. employee concerns 

regarding TVA's nuclear plants and corporate offices baye 

been Identified. Many of these concerns Ma4 already been 
investigated. The next phase of the Special Program Is the 

resolution of Identified concerns.  

a. Resolution of Concerns 

Althoug most of the concerns related to Mitts Bar reamai 

to be resolveg, TVA has evaluated the resolution prMcess 

(Including NOC comments resulting from Its Inspection of 

the program) to determine whether any Ifforgwments coold be 

made. As a result. TVA has refined Its program to 

84041i1e: (1) In-depth review 4~ concerns. (2) int rapid 

resolution of itsses. (3) development of generic tretatet
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of Issues, (4) Idmntification of trends and root causes.  

(5) Increased efficiency. (6) Improved management control.  

and (7) more effective closeout. The Iimrovements which 

have been made In this area are discussed below.  

TVA Is reviewing concerns Individually and collectively as 

appropriate to determine an appropriate resolution for each 

concern. In addition. In order to provide for evaluation 

of related concerns and determine whether a generic concern 

exists. TVA has divided all concerns Int.o the following 

nine categories: Quality Assurance (QA)iJualIty Contral 

(00); Naterlal Control*, ifanagement and Personnel Issues; 

Intimidation. warassuent. and MIsconduct; operations; 

Meldlng: Construction; Industrial Safety; and Englneering.  

The Inspector General will Investigate concerns that 

Involve Intimidation. harassment, misconduct, and 

wrongdoing. Each of the remaining tight categories of 

concerns has been assigned to a review group of senior TVA 

and/or contractor personnel for further evaluation. In 

general. the review groups perform the following functions: 

As appropriate. the review groups divide the concerns 

Into Subcategories And establish an approach and 
schedule for reviewing the concerns In each subcategory.
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* The review groups will then review each category or 

subcategory of concerns, determine whether any generIc 

condition exists, and evaluate the significance of any 

such condition. The review groups will also determine 

whether any concerns or group of concerns represent a 

condition which night be reportable to NRC pursuant to 

10 CFR 50.55(t), 10 CFR 50.72. 10 CFR 50.73. or 10 CFR 

Part 21. Such conditions will be appropriately 

documented, referred to the responsible TVA department 

for further evaluation and reporting If necessary, and 

tracked as part of the Special Program.  

*After the review group Identifies a generic cotidition.  

the appropriate site department will perform a root 

caus analysis of each such condition and will reqiore 

TVA line management to evaluate the condition and 

recoinend action to remedy the root cause of the 

condition. The re-lew group will then determine 

whether or not the corrective aCtiog Is acceptable. If 

the review group and line management cannot agree as to 

the corrective action. their differences will be 

documented and escalated to the Manager of Nuclear 

Power for resolution. The responsible TVA nuclear 

departments will then implement the corrective actions.  

* The review groups will prepare a report which will fom.  

the basis for closing the specific concerns In each
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category. The closeout reports will Include a section 

Outlining T-VA~s planned actions to resolve the 

concerns.  

Additionally. the Office of General Counsel or the 

Inspector General will Investigate and reportý 

separately on cases Involving wrongdoing, misconduct, 

Intimidation or harassment.f 

Final plans have not yet been made for the 

dissemination *f various reports under the Employeej 

Concern Program.  

TVA has~also established a Senior Review Board to 

review the categjrization of the concerns, the rootI 

cause analyses, the proposed corrective actions, and 

the closeout reports to assure that these-Aftivities 

are adequitely--performed. The Senior-Review Board Is 

comprised of nuclear Industry experts from outside of 

TVA who will rý4port to the Manager of Nuclear Power.  

b. Reporting of Reý.ults 

TVA plans to make the results of the Watts Bar Employee 

Concern Special Program (NBECSP) available to all 

present TVA nuclear employees. Present plans call for 

one summary report and eight category reports. The 

Office of General Counsel or the Inspector General will
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investigate and report separately on Cases I .nvolving 
wrongdoing. misconduct. Intimidation or harassment.  

The summary report will be available on request to 
interested parties as well 1 as to former TVA nuclear 
empl oyees who left the nuclear program between March

31. 1985. and the date that the report is issued.  

Through this Special Program, TVA has takten steps to_ 
ensure that employee concerns related to construction 

of watts Bar will be evaluated and that any conditions 
adverse to quality Identified as -a result of these 
concerns will be corrected. As part of the evaluation,
TVA will review the concerns to determine whetheran 
generic problems exist End will perform a root cause 
analysis for the purpose of developing-action to 
preclude recurrence of the problems.  

2. TAks office of Nuclear Power Employee Concern Program 

TVA has received numerous employee concerns through the 
Special Program at watts Bar. As a result, TVA has 
established an Employee Concern Program for Its entire 

Office of Nuclear Power.  

TVA has a policy which encourages each employee to report 
any concern he may have to his supervisor and up through 
linp management If necessary. Line management has 
re~sponsibility for the quality and safety of activities
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P/A has established a new Employee Concern Program to 

receive and evaluate employee concerns regarding any of it,

nuclear activities. This program takes advantage of the 

lessons learned from-the Special Program at-Watts Bar and-.  

reflects the long-term needs of TVA. 'The Employee. Concern 

Program as described in TVA's May 2, 1986 submittal to the 

NRC (Ref. 4) iifsumarized below.  

a. The new Employee Concern Program is headed by an 

Employee Concern Program Manager, who reports directly 

to the Manager of Nuclear Power. The Employee Concern 

Manager has full-time Site Representatives reporting to
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under its control and for the-resolution of any problemsI 

-which may arise In those activities. Accordingly,-If the 

managers are to function effectively. they should be aware 

of employee concerns regarding the quality of the 

activities for which they are responsible. TVA also has a 

policy which prohibits intimidation, harassment, or 

reprisal against employees~who raise concerns. Never

theless, .TVA realizes that, for a variety of reasons', s .ome

employees ma, be re-luctant to report their concerns to 

supervisors and line ma nagement. This will be especially 

true until employee confidence in TVA's nuclear management 

is restored. Consequently, TVA is providing alternative 

me~ns for employees to express their concerns.-
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him from each nuclear site and major corporate-nuclear 

location. -Each location will utilize standard 

procedures, documentation, and recordkeeping. and will 

contribute to a common data base of information 

regarding employee concerns.  

b. The Site Representatives are responsible for receivhg 

and investigating employee concerns. ensuring 

resolution of the concerns. providing feedback to the 

employees who express concerns, and documenting this 

process. Employees can express concerns to-the Site 

Representatives through several different means. This 

includes mail-in foins, telephone calls, walk-in 

interviews, and mandatory exit interviews for 

transferring or termInating employees. Any employee 

who expresses a concern may request that his iden tity 

be kept confidential. A special orientation program 

for all employeeshas been completed to Inform them of 

how the program works.  

The Site Representatives will periodically determine 

employee understanding of and satisfaction with the 

Employee Concern Program through several means, 

including Interviews and questionnaires. Additionally, 

Information regarding Individual employee concerns will 

be input into a computerized data base, and evaluations

I
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ensuring that the quality concerns of its employees are 

identified and resolved. Finally, by having the 

Employee Concern Manager report directly to the Manager 

of Nuclear Power, it provides employees with a means 

for reporting their concerns to a high-level within 

TVA's nuclear organization If, for any reason, the 

employees do not believe that their supervisors would 

properly respond to expression-i of concern.

-_79-
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-will be performed to identify any-trends and the 

collective significance -of the concerns, to identify 

the root causes of any-adverse trends, and to develop 

appropriate corrective action.  

Unlike the Special Program established for Matts-,Bar,, 

the new Employee Concern Program will not utilize an 

independent contractor such as QTC, but instead will 

rely upon a system which reports to TVA's nuclear line 

management. This arrangement has several advantages.  

First, it unifies the responsibility for receipt, 

investigation, and resolution of the concerns In one 

group, thereby allowing for more timely and effective 

corrective action. Second. it ensures that the 

organization which i's responsible for the quality and
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e. In sum, TVA encourages employees to express their 

concerns so that prompt and effective corrective action 

can be taken. In particular, by establishing the 

EmployeeConcern Program, TVA has provided a means by 

which employees can present concerns in confidentiality 

to a high level of nuclear management, while ensuring 

that line management has sufficient authority to obtain 

resolution of and corrective action for the concerns.  

TVA has confidence that this Program will help restore 

employee trust In TVA's nuclear management.
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d. In addition to P/A's Employee Concern Program, TVA's 

new inspector Genetal operates a telephone hot line-and 

has other means to receive allegations and concerns.  

Since the Inspector General reports directly to TVA't 

Board of Directors, TVA employees have a method of 

expressing concerns which are separate from the Office 

of Nuclear Power. Additionally, the Inspector General 

investigates those employee concerns that the Office of 

Nuclear Power has determined involve intimidation or 

harassment and appropriate misconduct concerns.  

Employees are also free-to go directly to the Board or 

outside TVA and express any-concerns to the NRC and-~ 

other governmental bodies.

I 
I
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For many years, TVA has had an official policy which encourages 

employees to express differing views, with special emphasis on 

encouraging views associated with the safety of design, 

construction, and operation of TVA's nuclear plants (see 

Appendix 6). TVA's Board of Directors reiterated this policy 

in a policy statement issued in April of 1985 to all TVA 

employees. Specifically. the Board stated that:

The fVA Board members, individually and-collectively, have 
a personal, as well as a corporate, commitment to the 
protection of public health and operatio~n of TVA nuclear 
facilities. Each employee involved in our nuclear effort 
has a responsibility for-,the proper and safe execution of 
all TVA job functions. In addition, as a matter of-policy, 
TVA actively solicits comments from allemnployees about 
matters that may have safety Implications. You should be 
aware of the ways to share your views about safety with TVA 
management and the NRC.- He want to assuie' you that you are 
encouraged to come forward and that there will ýe no 
retaliation if you report something which you believe is 
not right. It Is only through your help that we can 
maintain the "safety-first" standards of TVA.  

TVA continues to support this policy, and it b-elieves that the 

themes expressed in this policy statement are essential to the 

safety of TVA's nuclear program.  

Given the large number of employee concerns expressed outside 

the normal chain of management (especially expressions of fear 

of reprisals for raising concerns related to quality), it is 
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apparent that the Bloard's policy has not always been taken-to 

heart by every TVA nuclear manager and supervisor. In 

response, TVA is taking action to ensure that (1) safety and 

quality are the paramount consideration of every TVA employee, 

(2) that each individual takes responsibility for the quality 

and safety of the activities performed by him or under his 

direction or review, and (3) that employees are not intimidated 

from or harassed for expressing concerns.  

First, TVA is taking steps to ensure that its employees.  

understand TVA's commitment to this policy. The new Manager of 

Nuclear Power, Mr. White, has met and will continue to meet 

with TVA's nuclear managers and employees to Impress upon them 

that safety and quality are of paramount importance and that 

each individual will be held responsible for the quality of his 

work. In particular, Mr. White has clearly stated that .he will 

not tolerate intimidation or haraissment of any kind. TVA's 

nuclear managers have been instructed to reinforce this policy 

in meetings with their staff.  

Second, TVA's policy will be strictly enforced. Any individual 

who engages in intimidation or harassment of any kind will be 

subject to swift and appropriate disciplinary action to the 

full extent permitted by law. Additionally, each individual 

will be held accountable for the quality of his work and of the 

work of those whom he supervises, and TVA will take appropriate 

action with respect to those individuals whose work quality 

does not conform with applicabie standards.  
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In sum, TVA has a policy which promotes quality and safety, and 

it has taken steps to ensure that this policy is understood by 

TVA employees and Is strictly enforced. Together with the 

other improvements which TVA is implementing, these stept will 

help restore the confidence of employees in TVA's nuclear 

manageme nf.
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VI. -IMPROVEMENTS IN TVAIS NUCLEAR MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS AND PROGRAMS 

A. Introduction 

A5rd-iscussed above, the primary cause of the problems in TVA's 

nuclear program was a lack of a sufficient number of 

experienced nuclear managers who could provide the necessary 

leadership and direction of TVA's nuclear activities'. TVA has 

established a new nuclear management team to cure this problem.  

Another cause of the problems in TVA's nuclear program (which 

Vs related to and derives from TVA's lack of a sufficient 

number of experienced nuclear managers) relates to TVA's 

nuclear management syst-,'s and programs. This section of t-he 

report identifies the-nroblems In TVA's nuclear management 

systems And programs, and it discusses the steps which TVA has 

taken and will take to correct those problems and improve TVA's 

nuclear management.  

B. Increasing Upper Management Awareness of Nuclear Activities 

Some of the problems in TVA's nuclear program have been 

recurring or have persisted for a significant period of time 

without effective corrective action being taken. To a large 

extent, this situation was attributable to a lack of management 

awareness of the problems and a lack of management involvement
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in formulating corrective action. In order to provide 

assurance that TVA's management will be aware of significant 

problems and involved in their resolution, TVA is taking the 

steps discussed below.  

1. Briefings and Reports for the Board of Directors 

The TVA Board of Directors is being kept informed of 

developments and problems in TVA's nuclear program through 

a number of independent sources. First and primarily, the 

Board Is kept informed through the Manager of Nuclear 

Power's direct reporting relationship with the Board.  

Second, the Board is kept informed through TVA's new 

Inspector General. Also, TVA has arranged for INPO to 

conduct an annual corporate evaluation of its program. The 

Board will be directly involved in receiving INPO's 

findings. Each of these sources is discussed below.

a. The Manager-of Nuclear Power has the responsibility to 

keep the TVA Board of Directors informed of the 

performance of TVA's nuclear plants. This is 

accomplished through various types of briefings of the 

Board, Including the following:
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* The TVA Board and General Manager are now receiving 

detailed monthly performance briefings from the 

Manager of Nuclear Power or his designee on 

progress toward specified goals and objectives for 

the nuclear power program. Potentially significant 

nuclear safety issues are highlighted In these 

briefings. Special attention Also is given to 

programmatic issues such as current employee 

concerns and quality assurance issues noted by NRC.  

* In addition to the formal briefings described 

above. Mr. White typically has had and expects to 

have Informal conversations with one or more 

members of the Board several times per week. These 

conversatilons represent a significant means for 

informing Board members of developments in TVA's 

nuclear program.  

* The Manager of Nuclear Power Informs the Board of 

nuclear plant events and other nuclear developments 

warranting its attention as they occur.  

In sum, these briefings assure that TVA's Board of 

Directors is provided with sufficient information to 

enable the Board to take whatever action may be 

necessary to correct any problems which may arise in 

TVA's nuclear program.
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- b. The TVA Board has also established an Office of 

VInspector General, which Is independent of the 

remainder of TVA's organization and which reports 

directly to the Board of Directors. The plan approved-_ 

by the Board of Directors for the creation, structure, 

authority, and function of the Office of Inspector 

General is provided in Appendix 5A.  

The duties and responsibilities of the Inspector 

General as approved by the TVA Board are set forth in 

Appendix 5B.  

The TVA Office of the Inspector General (OIG) is a 

unique organization within TVA with special 

responsibilities and functions. The TVA Inspector 

General Is responsible for conducting armd supervising 

audits and Investigations of all TVA activities, 

providing leadership in promoting efficiency and 

effectiveness within TVA, detecting and preventing 

waste, fraud, and abuse, and informing the Board of 

Directors and Congress of problems and necessary 

corrective actions.  

The office consolidates TVA's audit and investigative 

functions under a single official, free from any undue 

Influence or constraints.
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The OldGs functions and-responsibilities help promote 

employee confidence in the management of the TVA 

nuclear program by serving as a "safety valve" for 

-managers and workers. Any employee may bring his or 

her concerns directly to tilt Inspector General, where 

ýallegations of violations of law or regulation, waste, 

fraud, abuse, harassment, or other misconduct will be 

investigated -and resolved by persons independent of WVA 

liire management.  

Employees may also express their views through the 

Office of Nuclear Power's employee concerns program, 

but If they are dissatisfied with the results of that 

process, they can go to the 01G.  

Any employee concerns or comnplaints that relate to 

viclatIons of laws or regulations, waste, fraud, abuse, 

harassment or other misconduct and which are made or 

referred to the OIG are investigated independently and 

the results of the investigation provided to the ONP.  

In those cases which require corrective action, 

timeframes are established by the Inspector General 

within which to make necessary corrections. Failure to 

make necessary corrections In a timely manner is 

reported to the Board and to Congress through the 

Inspector General's semiannual report and other mean%.
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Wi1th respect to employee concerns, the OIG's activities 

contribute to a workplace environment in which TVA 

employees are free to express their views without fear 

of harassment or intimidation. The OIG will 

investigate and report on acts of reprisal, harassment.  

or Intimidation and nuclear program managers or 

employees who have committed such prohibited activities 

will be subject to disciplinary measures, up to and 

including termination.  

The OIG also audits the effectiveness of ONP's employee 

concerns program, and thus ensures that employee 

concerns are handled effectilvely by OMP.  

Finally, as OIG addresses various individual 

allegations and complaints and audits ONP's employee 

concerns program, it endeavors to Identify trends, 

generic problems and systemic deficiencies, including 

past management shortcomings, that are contributing to 

TVA's present difficulties.  

TVA has hired Norman A. ZIgrossi as the Inspector 

General. Before being hired as the Inspector General, 

Mr. Zigrossi was 4 spectal agent in charge of the

Federal Bureau of Investigation's field office in 

Washington, D.C. Mr. Zigrossi Is well qualified to act 

as TVA's Inspector General.
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c. In addition to the previous measures. TVA hat arranged 

for the Institute of Nuclear Power Operatio"~ (INPO) to 

conduct &Ai annual corporate evaluation of its nucle-ar 

program until it is clear that the' actions-taken to 

strengthen our management and Improve TVA's nuc-lear 

performance are working. INPO has agreed- to-do thi1s.

The Board will be directly involved In reciiving Imt4P' 

findings.

d. Finally, WVA is strengthening the structure and 

organization of the already existent Nuclear _Safety 

Review Boards (NSRB) by adding at least 10 outsitdet 

experts as NSRB members. Although t&'se Board-s report

to the Manager of Nuclear Power, a]l~mintutes of their 

meetings and their reports will be provided to the 

Board of Directors.  

2. Briefings and Reports for the-Managi- of Nueleaý Powe 

The Manager of Nuclear Power will be- ke-pt im fQTA" >.;

j__ 
-

developments and problems in TVA's nuclear-Ordgram through 

a number of primary mechanisms: --

a. As the manager with responsibility for thi 4y-tq-.4y 
management of TVA's overall nala~r tn 

Manager of Nuclear Power is in frequiit conta-ct-with 
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his staft and line managers and therefore routinely 

learns of any significant developments and problems in 

the program.

In this regard, it may be noted that Mr. White, the 

Manager of Nuclear Power, has a-practice of 

periodically observing the activities being performed_ 

by personnel throughout his organization and of talking 

with these Individuals to elicit concerns, comments, 

suggestions.-and other information from them. As a 

result, Mr. White has an informal source of information 

-regairding the nuclear program which is independent of 

Ms lihe managers and staff.  

b, -The Aan~A-qr of Nuclear Power-has asi-igned and Is 

an iiJhi an Idul f rom- nuc-lear -headquarters -to-

a -of--VAs-nuclear plandtý- t--esel--ndi vidual s

~~1 
~:. -2



e. -Finally-, the Manager of Nuclear Power re-cei-vs ,eporti 

from the Nuclear-Safety-4#4v4w Boards (NSRBs) wih 

conduct independe~nt re-views qf TVA's 4uclewr 

safety-relat-ed opera~.ing activities; programs -.-4nd 

events. The NSRBs are bei-ng enhanced byl:th_ addition 

of 10 outside consultants/adviso'rs.  

3. Conclusions

In. order to enab~le upper manogemerq~t to provide -timely-and 

-effective corrective action for ifonl I Can t pro-1 ems in : 

-TVA's nuclear program, TVA has takqn several, steps-1:okie'p 

u ip~per management Informed of problen~s as they develop.  

-Mstnporfitan t-y0cse. Idat Ion of TVA-Is nuclear 

or'vg~iziation has and will continue to-4ac II Itate the flOW 

Ofe information up tolTVA's senior-managirnent, and the t

M hr.Ig ":-f 4ddIi I onal experienced nuclear managers wilt:_ 
- Prqv~d 0-A with the managerial- resources to develop timely---, 
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d. The:Nucle~ar Kanaqqr3 Rteview GroiqFQ4MRG5 -hat been 

esta6)isbei and rep6r-ts to the Mdinager of 1Iucleti Power 

on 2matters designated by the ?4anaqe-r__f-Nucear Power 

Kfor review and-investigation. The-t4MRG was fori~d to 

-reaIlI gn- the func-tlons of the previous Nkutear-Safety-

Review Staff as part of-the overall restructuring ogf 

the ONP. - I
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Lnd-effective corrective action for nuclear Activities. To 

S. l pr de further assurance that TV' Board of Directors is 

adequately Informed of any significant problems which may 

develop, it receives-regular briefings and reports from 

§ differerit sources (Manager of Nuclear Power, Inspector 

Generab INPO annual corporate evaluations, and the 

NSR~s). Similarly, the Manager of Nuclear Power remains 

aware-of developments in TVA's nuclear power program 

through his day-to-day management of the program, regular 

meetings anid reports from his staff and line managers, 

sources outside of line management and his staff, and 

.through repor-ts from the-NSRB.

-C. -Imrovind Management Systems and Con-trols 

Some of the problems in TVA's nuclear program involved 

-insufficient programs and procedures, a lack of prior planning 

and integration of nuclear activities, and a failure to satisfy 

prior commItments.-Ja-ch of these indicatisz-a weakness in the 

management systems ind -con-trols being -utlltzed in support of 

TVA's -nuclear program. The secti-ons-below_-escribe the steps 

which TVA i s---t-ak Ing -to I mprove its -nuc~lear management- systems 

and controls~.  
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1. Improvements in Programs and Procedures 

As is discussed above, TVA's nuclear organization was not 

centralized until recently, and TVA's nuclear plants 

utilized programs and procedures which at times were 

different from those being used at the other plants. As a 

result, each of TVA's plants was not able to take full 

advantage of the lessons learned at the other plants or in 

the-nuclear industry at large, nor was TVA able to receive 

the maximum benefit from its resources.  

By consolidating its nuclear organization and assigning 

various headquarters departments with responsibility for 

the technical adequacy of functional areas, TVA is able to 

utilize Its available resources more fully to develop 

programs applicable to all of TVA's nuclear plants.  

Furthermore, by utilizing a central nuclear organization, 

TVA is able to monitor developments at'each of its nuclear 

plants and the industry as a whole in order to determine 

whether any changes are warranted in the manner in which 

TVA's nuclear activities are conducted.
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a. Nuclear Procedures Systems 

TVA is developing a new system of ONIP Policies, 

Directives, Standards, Procedures and Instructions to 

govern its nuclear activities, Including acti; ties at 

its nuclear plants. To manage this effort, TVA has 

hired N. H. Sturdivant. She is responsible for 

managing the restructuring of the ONIP procedures system 

and she has been given adequate resources for 

accomplishing this effort. As discussed below, the 

actual development of the procedures will be performed 

on both a short-term and long-term basis.  

1) In the short-term, TVA will prepare Standards for 

developing directives and procedures for each of 

the headquarters departments a.4d sites and will 

assure that those corporate-level nuclear 

procedures required to control corporate level 

actlvitit.. which support the safe operation of each 

nuclear plant are in place. Also in the short 

term, the existing nuclear procedures at each site 

will be revised to correct documented deficiencies, 

reflect the new organization and reflect installed 

plant modifications. Whenever possible, the above 

procedures will be based upon those provisions of 

existing procedures which provide effective control 

* of the activities In question. The end result will
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be approved procedures required for the startup, 

0 operation and support of the respective nuclear 

2) Intelong-term, TVA Is planning to develop an 

integrated Nuclear Procedures System to aid the 

administration of the ONP activities. The 

restructured ONP procedure hierarchy will consist 

of five (5) levels of documentation designated as 

Policies, Directives, Standards, Procedures, and 

Instructions. The ONP Policies, Directives, and 

Standards are upper-tier documents which establish 

ONP management position and Interface 

responsibilities. authorities, and uniform methods 

for Implementing requirements. The lower-tier 

Procedures and Instructions will represent a 

detailed extension of the upper-tier documents by 

delineating the responsibilities, authorities.  

requirements and actions to be accomplished at the 

user level.  

b) Programmiatic controls 

The establishment of this procedure system ensures OUP 

centralized control, technicil uniformity, and 

continuity for the manner in which all cor por at# and
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slte departments Interface. ONP Policies and 

Directives will br pproved by the Manager of Nuclear 

Power. CUP Standards will be Issued to govern 

activitles to be performed by two or more 

organizational components where a uniform result Is 

required. The Director to whom responsibility Is 

assigned approves and Issues the CUP Standard after 

obtaining concurrences from those Directors affected by 

the stipulated requirements. All CUP Directives and 

Standards which establish and implement the Nuclear 

Quality Assurance Program will either be approved or 

concurred with by the Director of Nuclear Quality 

Assurance. The site procedures and Instructions will 

be governed by CUP Policies. Directives. and 

Standards The long-term program to upgrade operating 

plant procedures Is based on the establishment of a 

management system which will ensure that comiltments 

and requirements are systematically Identified and 

Incorporated In the appropriate procedures. A 

procedure tracking system will monitor the status (i.e.  

development. review. approval) of each level of 

documentation within the Nuclear Procedures System.  

Transition to the new Nuclear Procedures System will be 

accomplished In a planned and orderly manner.
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C. Resources for Implementat ion 

The Nuclear Procedures Staff (UPS) has the 

responsibility and authority to monitor and direct the 

development of ONP Policies, Directives and Standards 

as well as to upgrade ONP Procedures and Instructions 

for each site. The UPS will ensure that site 

Procedures and Instructions represent appropriate 

extensions of the requirements and responsibilities for 

functions specified In the upper-tier ONP Policies, 

Directives. and Standards. This will be accomplished by 

the Issuance of ONP Standards which will require that 

comitments and requirements be systeematically 

Identified and Incorporated In the site Procedures and 

Instructions. To facilitate this process controlled 

Information systems are being developed.  

The Nuclear Procedures Staff Includes. a dedicated 

procedures staff with counterparts at the sites. The 

UPS Is to be staffed with technical as veil as 

administrative Personnel under the direction of 

Nanager, Nuclear Procedures Staff. The UPS will 

support the line organizations In developing the 

nuclear procedures system by providing guidance 

coordinating the review and approval process.  

scheduling, tracking, editing. verifying, and human
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factoring of Procedures. This charter for the NnS will 

exist throughout the short-term upgrade effort as well 

as on a permanent basis.  

d. Conclusion 

As a result of the foregoing Improvements. OUP will 

ultimately have a set of nuclear directives and 

procedures to control activities throughout the OUP 

headquarters and at each of Its nuclear sites.  

2. Jisrovements In PlannIng and Integration of Nuclear 

Activities 

As discussed above. TVA did not have a consolidated nuclea 

orgaization prior to 1985. Furthermore. TVA did not have 

a corporate-level nuclear off Ice assigned the 

responsibility of planning. scheduling. and budgeting the 

activities of TVA's various nuclear deprtments. As a 

result. the efforts of TVA's nuclear deprtments were not 

always Integrated or performed In a timely manner.  

TVA has taken steps to remedy this problem.  

a.As part of the consolidation of Its nuclear 

organization. TVA has established the Planning and 

financial Staff. This staff will provide the overali 

direction to nuclear sites and headquarters deprtments 

in the execution of Planning. scheduling. and financial
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acti vities of TVA's nuclear activities. Areas where 

the central staff Vill Improve upon existing practices 

Include: 

Development of a consistent approach to planning.  

scheduling. and budgeting throughout COP. This 

approach will provide for enhanced work scope 

definition through a more structured process of 

estimating work activities, as well as integation 

of the efforts of all groups Into cain" 

schedules. Scope definition And schedule 
integration efforts are currently underway at the 

nuclear sites.  

* Establishment of Internal controls to ensure that 

the planning, scheduling, and financial activities 

provide meaningful, accurate Information to 

mangmant.  

D evelopment of a process for performing analysis of 

schedule and budget Information so that trends can 

be established and variances Identified to 

management for corrective action %whee appropriate.
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Creation of reports tailored to various levels of 

management. Including summary level reports for the 

ftnager. OMP.  

In addition to providing overall direction for planning 
and budgeting. the Planning and Financial Staff will 

conduct periodic assessments of nuclear sites and 

headquarters departments to verify that the 

Implementation and execution of Planning, scheduling.  

and budgeting programs are effective and consistent 

with corporate Policy and direction.  

b. Responsibility for developing and maintaining nuclear 

management Information systems has been consolidated 

Into the Division of Nuclear Services. The I ntesit I s 

to provide adequate central control to ensure 

coordination and compatibility as Well as system's 

Integrity While. at the Same time. permitting divisions 

to have a feasible level of autonomy In system 

operation.  

The Division of Nuclear Services will establish a 

system of data bases that can be utilIzInd by the 

responsible ONP department, for eamle, the system as 

Presently forsee Would have data bases for design 

Control. configuration cootrol. technical Infosmatioft
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erection Information, testing. maintenance, and 

.0 operations support. The foundation of the design Of 

the Intorgrated data bases will be the Concept Of 

sharing computer-stored data amon cooperating 

organizations. The design will be guided by the 

following principles: 

1) A given Item of data. such as letter received from 

the NRC or the status of a particular corrective 

action or a contract being awarded, will be 

recorded only once. This saves time by eliminating 

duplicate efforts and minimizes data entry costs.  

2) Master file data will be recorded and stored In a 

single location with appropriate backup. This 
would eliminate the duplicated flits and the errors 

that occur when attempts are made to maintain the 

sawe data on several data bases. It also reduces 

the cost of storage and Inconsistency that occurs 

In reports that are drawn from separate s our ces.  

N1hother the *single location' Is a central computer 

or a node In a network of computers will dependoan 

several cons iderat ions.  

3) Controlled access will be maintained to prevent 

unaothorized file changes while making data 

* available to all with a neeod to know.0
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The Division of Nuclear-Services will maintain the 

Integrated nature of the information systems and of the 

data bises by controlling changs to the computer 

programs and the associated procedures. by controlling 

the Implementation of additions and enhancements to the_ 

computer software, and by executing the computer code 

with appropriate backup, recovery. =,and security 

functions. The organirtations that supply Input data 

will be responsible for the authenticity. accuracy, and 

completeness of their Inputs. and, In mast cases, for 

the entry of that data into the- systems.' .W nuclear 

management Information systems will have Interfaces to.; 

other TVA corporate systems such av Division of the 

Comptroller's nrw Accounting Information System.

The Integrated data bases that art part of the nuclear 

management Information systems will be-available to 

serei operations, engineering, construction, quality 

assurance, and corporate nuclear management. Use of 

such centralized systems %',th the appropriate security, 

management controls, availability. and reliability will 

help assure that nuclear management, a t all levels, 

will have sufficient Information about-the activities 

of each nuclear department in TVA.
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C. In Sum, TVA has established organizations responsible 

for managing a centralized nuclear information system 

and for planning, scheduling. and financial control Of 

TVA's nuclear activities based im- nput provided by 

responsible managers. These actions will provide 

assurance that TVA's nuclea~r activities will be 

adequately integrated-and performed in a timely manner.

3. Improvements In Commitment Tracking

Over the years, each organization within the TVA nuclear 

program (including each of the nuclear plants) has tracked 

NRC commitments for which It was responsible using its own 

managerial and system tracking capability. This resulted 

In a multitude of commitment tracking systems and no 

centralized system. Thus some commitments were not 

adequately tracked and closed by TVA. TVA has taken steps 

to remedy this situation.  

TVA has created a Corporate Commitment Tracking System 

(CCTS) which is administered by the Director of Nuclear 

Safety and Licensing. The CCTS is an integrated data base 

for tracking all formal commitments made to NRC in order to 

-assure that licensing commitments will be met.
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In order-to maintain management control over commitments 

and ensure that commitments are documented and tracked. TVA_ 

Is requiring that commitments be documented in formal 

correspondence to NRC or other reports required by regu

lation such as Licensee Event Reports (LERs). It is also 

intended that those verbal agreements made by authorized 

ONP managers in the course of day-to-day working relations 

with the NRC will be documented and tracked on CCTS where 

the agreement commits the WVA organization to a future 

action. A-procedure will be written to Identify the 

authorized OMP managers and provide methodology for 

handling these verbal agreements.  

Licensing personnel make the initial entry on the CCTS 

which Identifies each commitment made to the NRC. When the 

action required to fulfill the commitment has been 

completed, a verification and completion form is sent to 

licensing, and the appropriate entry is made In the data I 
base.  

The responsible TVA management personnel are kept advised 

of the status of the open CCTS itemis. The Director of 

Nuclear Safety and Licensing or a designee's approval Is 

required to change a forecast response or completion date 

for resolving a commitment.
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Supervisors responsible for implementing commitments.ý_ 

tracked In CCTS are also responsible for allocating 

resources and setting priorities to ensure that commiitments 

are met on time or revised (with appropriate approvals).  

When unexpected delays threaten completion of commitments 

on schedule, supervisors are required to inform the 

Director of Nuclear Safety and Licensing to permit timely 

notification of the NRC of the:-revised commitment dates.  

The organization which is responsible for implementing an 

action necessary to fulfill a commitment is requi _d to 

maintain an up-to-date status of the commitment on the CCTS 

until the item is closed out. After completion, licensing 

personnel will close the item In CCTS upon receipt of 

documentation which verifies completion and thereby 

Justifies closure. Licensing periodically Issues a report 

to the Manager of Nuclear Power showing numbers of 

commitments made, completed, and closed by each 

organization. Included in each report is a specific 

comment on trends observed for each organization 

responsible for timely closure of commitments.  

The commitment tracking systtms previously used by TVA's 

nuclear plants and various nuclear departments have been 

reviewed to ensure that CCTS Includes all open/incomplete 

commitments made to NRC. The information in the tracking
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system which was previously used by licensing (which 

included commnitments being tracked by corporate-level 

departments) was used as the initial source of information 

2for CCTS. The data in the commitment tracking systems used 

at each of TVA's nuclear plants are being reviewed to 

verify that CCTS completely identifies open or incomplete 

commitments. This review has been completed for the 

Sequoyah, Watts Bar and-browns Ferry plants, and the CCTS 

is currently being used for tracking commitments applicable 

to these plants. A schedule for implementing the CCTS at 

Bellefonte Is being established.

With CCTS fully operational, TVA's nuclear frogram will 

have a single commitment tracking system which will be used 

in all of TVA's nuclear departments and plants. This 

centralized system will help assure that TVA's commitments 

to the NRC will be implemented in a timely manner.  

4. Conclusions 

TVA has taken and will take steps-to improve its nuclear 

management systems and controls by establishing a 

long-term program to develop an integrated Nuclear 

Procedures System to direct and/or control activities at 

TVA's nuclear plants; by centralizing responsibility for
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planning, scheduli-ng, and financial control of nuclear 

activities; by establishing e central management nuclear 

information system; and by implementing a Corporate 

Commitment Tracking System-. These actions help to assure 

that TVA's nuclear activities are controlled by 

corporate-level management, that the activities of each of 

TVA's nuclear departments are integrated, and that TVA 

satisfies its commitments to the NRC.

D. Improving TVA's Nuclear Corrective Action Program 

During recent years, there have been occasions when TVA has 

identified problems In its nuclear program but has not 

corrected those problems in a timely manner, or has not 

identified and corrected the root cause of the problems in 

order to preclude their recurrence, or has not evaluated a 

problem at one nuclear plant to determine whether the same 

problem is applicable at-,another nuclear plant. This situation 

indicates a weakness in TVA's nuclear corrective action program 

and the management of that program. As is discussed below, TVA 

is taking several steps to improve its programs and management 

In this area.
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